Facial Expression Recognition (FER) has gained interest among researchers due to its inevitable role in the human computer interaction. In this paper, an FER model is proposed using principal component analysis (PCA) as the dimensionality reduction technique, Gabor wavelets and Local binary pattern (LBP) as the feature extraction techniques and support vector machine (SVM) as the classification technique. The experimentation was done on Cohn-Kanade, JAFFE, MMI Facial Expression datasets and real time facial expressions using a webcam. The proposed methods outperform the existing methods surveyed.
Introduction
Facial expression [1] or emotion is an important nonverbal cue in communication. For the development of intelligent robotics, critical health care, student satisfaction and other application areas, emotional interaction between machine and human became the fundamental basis. So, researchers are intensely trying to improve the accuracy [15] [16] [17] [18] of the FER systems.
Ekman and Friesen [2] introduced 6 basic facial expressions (emotions) as shown in Fig. 1 , which are Angry, Disgust, Happy, Fear, Sad, Surprise. According to Mehrabian [3] , 55% communicative cues can be judged by facial expression, which implies that the facial expression is the major modality in human communication. Expressions are formed when we stretch or enlarge facial muscles on the face, but in Facial Action Coding System (FACS) [5] , each muscle stretch is considered as an Action Unit (AU) where these AUs will form various expressions. It is very challenging to detect AUs and hence facial expressions with these AUs. So, researchers are concentrating either on active patches or whole face, which we call as a holistic approach. There are numerous feature extraction techniques and classification techniques developed. SVM is popular classifier for FER systems where as some researchers are using Neural Networks [15] , Hidden Markov Models [19, 20] and even KNNs [21, 22] .
Related Work
Muzammil Abdulrahman [9] proposed a facial expression recognition model using Gabor wavelet transform along with PCA and LBP. In this paper, Gabor wavelets are used to extract features from images. PCA and LBP algorithms are used as dimensionality reduction techniques. The experiments were carried on JAFFE database.
Yanpeng Liu [1] proposed a FER model using LBP as feature extraction techniques where features are extracted from active facial patches. PCA is used as a dimensionality reduction technique in this model. Softmax regression classifier is used for classification purpose where experimentation was done on the Cohn Kanade facial expression dataset.
Parth Patel [4] has proposed a FER model using PCA and Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT). These two techniques are used for extracting features from the Face. SVMs are used for classification purpose. Experimentation was done on JAFFE database.
Muzammil Abdulrahman [6] has proposed a model for FER using SVMs. PCA and LBP algorithms were used for extracting features. SVMs are used for classification purpose. Experiments were conducted on both JAFFE and Mevlana University Facial Expression (MUFE) databases.
Mahesh Kumbhar [8] proposed a model for FER using Gabor Wavelet. 2-D Gabor Function is used for extracting the features and PCA is used for dimensionality reduction. Feed-forward neural networks with 32 input, two hidden layers, 40 to 60 hidden neurons and four output neurons have been used for classification purpose. Experiments were conducted on JAFFE database. This paper is organized into six sections. The part discusses about the importance and motivation of Facial Expression Recognition. The second section deals with literature review. The third section is the proposed methodology for FER. The fourth part will be the implementation of the proposed method. The fifth section is about results and discussion. The sixth section which is the last section concludes the paper.
Methodology
In this paper, we introduced a model with the combination of the three methods such as Gabor wavelets, PCA and LBA for FER task. Here, PCA is used for dimensionality reduction then Gabor wavelets and LBP are used for feature extraction. Fig. 2 shows the proposed method in detail. In the Training phase, the system is to be trained with training samples which are still images. The training input images are already pre-processed such as the face detection and cropping for ease of training purpose. The dimension of the input face image is reduced using PCA. Then Gabor wavelets or Local binary pattern technique is used for extracting the distinct features from the image. The image database is constructed using these features where this database is used for training the SVM classifier. Once the classifier is trained and acquired with the knowledge about the classification pattern, the system is ready to test the real-world expression inputs from the webcam.
In the testing phase, the input image is captured from the webcam for the real-time testing sample. As the image is obtained from the webcam, there would be unwanted detail in the picture such as other objects, background, etc. To remove such noise from the image, we detect the face region from the image and then crop the detected face image. This cropped face image is then processed. The dimension of the input test image is reduced using PCA as we have done in the training phase. Then the features are extracted from the image using Gabor wavelet or Local binary pattern. Then the obtained features are used with the SVM classifier to find the label of the expression.
Principal Component Analysis
PCA [10] [11] [12] can be used as both dimensionality reduction technique and feature extraction technique. It identifies patterns in data which are similarities and differences. Once we find patterns in data, we can compress those data, which act as a dimensionality reduction technique. Assume that there are N images {x1, x2, x3……xN} which can be constructed as a vector of size t. The PCA performs mapping of the original tsized feature vector onto an f-sized feature sub vector such that f is always smaller than t. The obtained feature vector Yi € Rf is by equation 1:
Here W PCA is the transformation matrix and i is the number of images. The columns of W PCA are the f eigenvectors with the f largest Eigen values of the scatter matrix S r , where S r can be defined by equation 2:
Where μ € R t which is the mean image of all the images.
Gabor Wavelets
The specialty of Gabor Wavelets [11] [12] [13] [14] is that they extract local features of an image even at different orientations in spatial as well as frequency domains. The GWs finds essential features in an image such as frequency selectivity, orientation selectivity, spatial localization, and quadrature phase relationship. The GW kernel especially in spatial domain uses a Gaussian function. The GWs kernel can be defined by equation 3: 
Local Binary Patterns
LBP [5, 16] has its roots in 2D texture analysis. LBP will summarize the local pattern of an image by comparing each pixel with its neighboring pixels. A threshold value is considered to examine all the adjacent pixels of a center pixel to make 1 if the intensity of a pixel is greater than or equal to the threshold or 0. Then the binary pattern is considered as the local image descriptor. This operator was initially considered for 3×3 pixel matrix, resulting 8 bit codes based on the 8 pixels around the central pixel. Fig. 4 gives an example of the basic LBP operator. 
Support Vector Machines
SVM [7] is a supervised learning technique with associated learning algorithms that analyze data for classification or regression. The SVM training algorithm builds a model for a given training data, which will assign to one category or another for new data, making it a non-probabilistic binary linear classifier. When SVM was introduced, it used for two category classification only. A multi-class classification is a combination of two or more two-category classifications.
With a support vector machine, the gap between classes will be maximized as well as the accuracy of classification is also improved. SVM can solve the problems of an inadequate sample of FER and large variance of capacity between different expressions.
FER comes under nonlinear classification problem. SVM may use linear algebra and geometry to separate input data into a high dimensional feature space through a selected nonlinear mapping function. This nonlinear mapping function is nothing but kernel function and a learning algorithm is formed to use the kernel functions. Kernel functions include linear, polynomial, RBF and sigmoid. In this paper, RBF kernel function is used.
It uses two threads which are one-to-many and one-to-one. SVM generates n different classifiers for n different classes. One-to-one thread selects two different classes as one SVM classifier. Then it will generate n × (n − 1)/2 SVM sub-classifiers. FER comes to multi-class classification issue.
Experimentation
The proposed model was implemented using MATLAB environment. The testing was conducted on Cohn Kanade, JAFFE and MMI Facial expression data sets. Cohn Kanade database is a benchmark dataset for FER. There are 97 subjects in this database there; all of them are university students ranged in age between18 to 30 years. 65% are female students, 15% are African-American, and 3% are Asian or Latino. Images are saved with pixel sizes of 640x480 of 8-bits for grayscale values, which have been resized to 200x200 pixels, and used for training.
The JAFFE database is also used in the experiment, which contains 210 images of 10 people, having 7 expressions. Each image is saved with a resolution of 256x256. In our experimentation, the original images are used without being altered.
MMI Database contains images of 20 subjects of 31 different expressions for each subject. Participants followed the FACS coding system while capturing expressions. Images in the dataset include all six basic emotions. The images were captured at a resolution of 1200x1900 pixels.
Results and Discussion
The accuracy of the system is measured in percentage of correctly classified expression. We can also construct a confusion matrix with the list of emotions that are correctly classified or wrongly classified. Accuracy can be defined as shown in equation 7: The experiments were conducted with bench mark datasets such as Cohn Kanade, JAFFE, and MMI Facial expression datasets. The training images were pre-arranged in respective folders for convenience of reading and constructing database. The testing images are different images than the training images. Table 1 is the confusion matrix for PCA dimensionality reduction combined with Gabor feature extraction on JAFFE database. The average accuracy of this method is 84.17%. Table 2 depicts the confusion matrix of PCA dimensionality reduction combined with Gabor feature extraction on MMI database. The average accuracy of this method is 85.83%. Table 3 is the confusion matrix of PCA dimensionality reduction combined with Gabor feature extraction on Cohn-Kanade database. The average accuracy of this method is 93%. Table 4 lists the confusion matrix for PCA dimensionality reduction combined with LBP extraction on JAFFE database. The average accuracy of this method is 86%. Table 5 is the confusion matrix for PCA dimensionality reduction combined with LBP extraction on MMI database. The average accuracy of this method is 88.16%. Table 6 is the confusion matrix for PCA dimensionality reduction combined with LBP extraction on CohnKanade database. The average accuracy of this method is 96.83%. The summary of the average performances is listed in Table 7 . The obtained results were compared with the existing methods which are reviewed in the literature. The combination of PCA with LBP outperforms well compared to other methods. The PCA dimensionality reduction with LBP feature extraction method works very well with the Cohn-Kanade dataset. Fig . 5 shows the comparative analysis in a graphical representation of the accuracies obtained by the proposed model and the existing models. The graph clearly shows that the proposed model has improved the performance than the existing methods, particularly for Cohn Kanade dataset, the Local Binary Pattern out performs on all the methods. 
Conclusion
In this paper, PCA is used for dimensionality reduction, which drastically improves the processing speed of the overall system. Then Gabor wavelets and Local Binary Patterns were used as feature extraction techniques, which improved the accuracy of the proposed system with the most distinguishable features of the expressions. SVM is used as the classifier which gives a better classification over other classifier algorithms. The overall setup of the proposed model improved the accuracy when compared with existing models. The proposed model gives an average accuracy of 84.17% for JAFFE using Gabor wavelets, 93.00% for MMI using Gabor wavelets, 85.83% for Cohn Kanade using Gabor wavelets, 88.00% for JAFFE using LBF, 88.16% for MMI using LBF and 96.83% for Cohn Kanade using LBF feature extraction techniques, where all these methods commonly used PCA as dimensionality reduction and SVM as a classifier.
